Installation of Showerpik® Bracket

Do NOT use pipe tape.

1. Remove current fixed mount showerhead or handheld showerhead bracket from shower pipe leaving only the shower pipe. Remove any leftover pipe tape residue. Ensure that the washer from the old shower is not connected to the pipe. Use a thin utensil to check inside the pipe for washer such as a pencil or screw driver.

Do not use your fingers.

2. Remove large nut from diverter valve and remove pivot ball.

NOTE: The large nut and diverter valve have a left handed thread and loosen when the large nut is turned clockwise as viewed from the back of the diverter. (2)

3. Place large nut over shower pipe with threaded end facing you (narrow end toward wall). (3)

4. Thread pivot ball onto shower pipe and hand tighten clockwise to a snug fit. (4A) Use an adjustable wrench or pliers to tighten an additional ¼–½ turn. (4B)

IMPORTANT: Do not over tighten.

5. Attach the diverter valve by hand tightening the large nut to the threaded back of the diverter valve. (5)

NOTE: The large nut and diverter valve have a left handed thread and tighten when the large nut is turned clockwise as viewed from the front of the diverter.
6. **Hose Attachment to Diverter Valve:**
   Locate ridged hose connection end. Line up the notches on the diverter valve with the raised areas inside the hose nut and insert then turn ¼ turn to lock into place. (6A)

   **To Showerpik® Power Handle:**
   Hand tighten hose end to the hose inlet on the back of the Showerpik® power handle. (6B)

7. If showerhead or diverter valve becomes loose during use, re-tighten large nut as described in step 5.

8. Attach your fixed mount showerhead or handheld showerhead bracket to the threads of the Showerpik® diverter just as the showerhead had previously been installed on the shower pipe. If you own a fixed mount or handheld showerhead with a Waterpik® hidden pivot ball see reinstallation instructions in next section.

   **NOTE:** Showerhead attachments may vary from pictures above.
Re-Installing a Waterpik® hidden pivot ball showerhead

1. Place the large nut over the Showerpik® bracket threads with the large nut threaded end facing you (narrow end toward bracket). (1)

2. Thread pivot ball onto Showerpik® bracket threads and hand tighten clockwise to a snug fit. (2A) Use an adjustable wrench or pliers to tighten an additional \( \frac{1}{4} - \frac{1}{2} \) turn. (2B)

**IMPORTANT:** Do not over tighten.

**NOTE:** Some Waterpik® showerheads have large nuts that do not leave enough room on the Showerpik® bracket threads for the pivot ball to be attached. If this is the case, contact Water Pik, Inc. customer service at 800-525-2774 with your shower model number to obtain an extension to the Showerpik® bracket threads. (2C)
3. Attach either your fixed mount showerhead or your hand held shower bracket by hand tightening the large nut to either your fixed mount showerhead or handheld shower bracket.

**NOTE:** The large nut has left handed threads and tightens when the large nut is turned clockwise as viewed from the front of the showerhead.

**Adjusting angle of Showerpik® Bracket**
The Showerpik® bracket angle can be adjusted up or down by rotating. Do not force. If bracket rotates down on its own, call Water Pik, Inc. customer service.